
AP Literature and Composition
Summer Reading Assignment
Mr. Gluckman

Purchase the following book(s): (Amazon has both of them)

The Bacchae of Euripides Translation by C.K. Williams

● Publisher : Farrar, Straus and Giroux; 7/24/90 edition (August 23, 1990)
● Language : English
● Paperback : 144 pages
● ISBN-10 : 0374522065
● ISBN-13 : 978-0374522063

They Say, I Say by Gerald Graff & Cathy Birkenstein

(This book is also available as an online PDF. Use this link : They Say, I Say )

● Publisher : W. W. Norton & Company; Fourth edition (June 11, 2018)
● Language : English
● Paperback : 352 pages
● ISBN-10 : 0393631672
● ISBN-13 : 978-0393631678

Note: Be sure to buy/use these editions so that we are literally on the same page when we

discuss these works.

Directions: After reading these two books, cover to cover, and doing some research on who

Dionysus is, write an essay, no longer than three (3) pages of double spaced text,

using the philosophy, systems, templates, structures, and guidance from They Say, I

Say, on the following questions about The Bacchae:

The Questions:

Does Euripides present Dionysus as a positive force or a negative force, and to what end?
Why should a 21st-century person, who doesn’t believe in Dionysus, care? What of human
nature or condition does Dionysus come to represent?

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MIf6fZ4k-8iNntfDXMrdaVd7NRZQgstI/view?usp=sharing


Other Questions to Consider While Answering the Above Questions:

How would you describe the Dionysus of the Bacchae? What sort of god is he and what are
his attributes?  Why has he returned to Thebes?  Why do you think he seems so obsessed
with proving his power and divinity?  What are the gifts of Dionysus and in what ways is he a
dangerous god?  Is Euripides "anti-Dionysus" or "pro-Dionysus" and why is it important to
know? How can I apply this thinking to human behavior and/or the conditions under which
humans must live today?

Expectations:

● Essays must use direct quotations from the primary source of The Bacchae and any other
secondary sources that you deem useful to your analysis to support your argument.

● You must also use a number of the templates presented in They Say, I Say, to begin, end,
and move your essay forward.

● Be sure to follow all MLA guidelines (these you can find online; OWL PERDUE is a good
place to go), have a title page, and a Works Cited page. (Do not just title your essay “The
Bacchae”)

● Essays are expected to be in the structure as prescribed in They Say, I Say. You are
delineating two sides of a discussion, a They Say, and an I Say, and then selecting one side
to support. That way you are addressing a specific argument, and not simply writing into a
void. Graff and Birkenstein have described how to do this in their book, They Say, I Say. By
using their templates, and advice about how to position your argument and summarize the
opposition’s side, use quotations for support, how to introduce a naysayer, saying why it
matters, etc, you will be guided through this type of academic writing. Use as much of their
advice as you can, and you will see how your essay begins to take shape, have forward
momentum, and gain unity and power.

● Essays are due on the first day of school, submitted on a Google Doc. to our Google
Classroom under the Summer Reading Assignment post.

https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/research_and_citation/mla_style/mla_formatting_and_style_guide/mla_general_format.html

